Ramadan’s Deposit Bonus Terms & Conditions
Below are the terms & conditions of Ramadan’s Bonus 2022:
1.

50% deposit bonus award up to a maximum of $ 25,000 bonus on deposit
to new or existing trading account.

2.

Withdrawable Bonus Upon Achieving the trading transactions target
within bonus validity period (60 calendar days), formula as follows:
Bonus Amount x 10% = No of Transactions to be achieved
Example 1:
$25,000 bonus x 10% = 2,500 standard Lot (Equal to $250,000,000)
Example 2:
$1000 bonus x 10% = 100 standard Lot (Equal to $10,000,000)
Example 3:
$100 bonus x 10% = 10 standard Lot (Equal to $1,000,000)

3. Withdrawable Bonus and calculated on FX & Metals transactions only.
4. Nonlosable bonus, as the bonus amount shall be removed from the account as soon as
the equity is equal with the bonus amount.
5.

Deposit bonus is applicable to executive and VIP accounts only.

6. Deposit bonus is applicable to new and existing clients.
7. Deposit bonus is applicable to new deposits only , such as initial deposit of new client’s
account, and to the new first deposit of existing client’s account after the bonus has
been officially published.
8. Bonus offer is restricted to one trading account per client and for one time only.
9. Bonus Offer does not apply to Accuindex employees or their relatives.

10. The bonus amount will be placed in client’s trading account and used for trading
purposes only
11. Fund Withdrawal & internal transfer :
11.1 In the event that client was unable to achieve the number of transactions target
during the 60 days period, client will not be able to withdraw funds or conduct an
internal transfer from the bonus account to any sub accounts until the expiry of the
bonus period ( 60 days ), but if the client has decided to withdraw fund or conduct
an internal transfer from bonus account to sub accounts during the mentioned
period, bonus will be withdrawn and removed from the account immediately
without prior notice.
11.2

In the event that client has achieved the number of transactions target during the
60 days period , bonus amount will be converted to actual deposit and becomes
as a real balance in his/her account, upon the achievement of the transactions
target , client will be permitted to withdraw fund or conduct an internal transfer
from the account except the bonus value, as bonus value shall remain in the
account, and no withdrawal of the bonus value will be permitted until the expiry
of the bonus period ( 60 days ).

12. In the event that there are open position(s) at the time the bonus is removed (either at
the end or during the 60-calendar day period, or because of funds withdrawal) and the
removal places the account on margin call, it is the client responsibility to ensure that
an additional fund is injected in the account.
13. This offer is not valid on automatic trading system (Expert Advisor)

14. You acknowledge, understand, and agree that the Offer is not an intentional
inducement to acquire Accuindex products, or a recommendation that our products are
suitable to your particular circumstances, and that the credit is not an intentional
inducement to conduct transactions in any of our financial products.
15. In the event that we suspect that you have abused or attempted to abuse this
promotion, or in any other way acted with a lack of good faith towards us, we reserve
the right, in our sole discretion, to deny, withhold or withdraw the credit and/or to deny
or withdraw any associated payment while we investigate. If necessary, we may also
cancel any Terms and Conditions with respect to your account, either temporarily or
permanently, and may also suspend or terminate your access to the service and your
account
16. Where not specifically covered herein, the relevant Accuindex Client Agreement will
apply where appropriate

17. Bonus Campaign validity is 30 days, starting from the beginning of the holy month of
Ramadan and expires at the end of the holy month, as no more Ramadan’s bonus offer
can be granted after the expiry date.

18. Bonus validity is 60 days from the bonus granting date, and in the event that client does
not meet or achieve the transactions target at the end of this period to be eligible for
bonus withdrawal , bonus will be removed automatically.

19. Miscellaneous
19.1 Abuse - any improper or abusive trading, not in accordance with the Company’s
T&C, will result in the Award being revoked or not awarded, and may also result to the
Account being frozen to serve proper investigation and suspended should the
investigation’s result indicate breach of the Agreement.
19.2 No waiver – any delay or omission to exercise any right, power, or remedy accruing
to the Company upon any breach or default under this Agreement, shall be deemed a
waiver of exercising its rights.
19.3 Validity - If any provision of these terms is held invalid or unenforceable, such
invalidity or unenforceability shall not affect the other provisions of this Terms and
Conditions for Incentives and Loyalty Awards, and, to that extent, the provisions are
intended to be and shall be deemed severable.
19.4 Inactive Account - please note that once a trading account is classified as Inactive
all Bonuses and/or Awards may be removed without prior notice.
19.5 No partial Award – the Company awards only Client who meet the Award terms. No
partial Award can be granted for accomplishing a portion of the points needed. If, for any
reason, the Client is unable to accumulate the necessary points within the Timeframe,
no portion of the Award will be awarded.
19.6 Limited Period - Award accumulation is valid only during the Timeframe.
Accumulation will be zeroed for Account that did not meet the Award particular terms
within the Timeframe. Client cannot use partial accumulation of an Award for the benefit
of meeting another Award irrespective of the timeframe.
19.7 Terms Change - in case of modification of the particular Award’s terms and
conditions the Company shall provide the Client with appropriate notification over the
email in advance.
20. Accuindex reserves the right to cancel the trading bonus or amend the terms and
conditions at any time without prior notice

